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Abstract 
 
This paper focus mainly on comparing the localization performance in a gaming environment with 
a five channel surround sound system and with headphone reproduced binaural synthesis. A 
listening test was performed with a custom created simulation of a gaming environment with a 
visual environment where the test subject was only allowed to control the head movements. The 
environment was created with Unreal 3. The test measured the test subjects’ speed and accuracy in 
pinpoint the sound sources, with footsteps used as stimulus, placed at different positions spread out 
around the character played in a random order. The results indicate that it is significantly more 
difficult to locate sound sources with headphones than with loudspeakers in both time difference 
with a 0.79 seconds time difference between the the two test’s medians and with a 11.962° MAE 
difference between the two test’s mean values and are both statistically significant with a 95% 
confidence value. The issues with binaural synthesis are discussed and possible future work is 
proposed. 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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Localization in a gaming environment 
 
Localization of sound sources has always been very important for everyday-encounters and basic 
survival. The ability to locate sound sources has therefore been adopted to many types of media 
with spatial features, especially games, to enhance the experience of a listener. In some games, 
mainly in the genre FPS (First-Person Shooter), the ability to accurately and quickly locate objects 
in the virtual world might be crucial for the player to be able to perform well. It is possible to 
recreate a virtual space in stereo headphones by using ”binaural synthesis”, which are implemented 
by adding filters and delays provided by measured head related transfer functions. This was 
previously only available with a surround system of loudspeakers. Binaural synthesis has made an 
enveloping soundscape available to more consumers, since the most common way to listen to 3D 
sound in games, which means sounds positioned in a three-dimensional space, is mainly through 
stereo headphones because a surround loudspeaker system takes up to much space and can’t be 
placed in the correct way. In bigger gaming events it is not allowed to bring any speakers, not even 
for professional gamers [1]. Previous studies has revealed that the localization of sound sources can 
be achieved when provided with information of the time differences and spectral differences of the 
sound between our two ears [2], [3]. While these factors are sufficient to make an assumption of the 
direction of a incoming sound, there are some errors that may cause confusion of where the sound 
actually is coming from. Head movements has been proven to help remove these confusions by 
adding additional perspectives of where the sound is coming from. Hans Wallach [4] assumed that 
patterns are formed by our brain of the changing information of the location of the sound during 
head movements, which improves the accuracy of locating the sound source. While own head 
movements is not so common in spatial media such as video games, the player may control the head 
movements of the character’s perspective with an external controller, which have been proven to 
have the same effect as real head movements [5].  !!
1.2 Background  !
1.2.1 Basic factors contributing to localization  !
There are many different factors that contributes to localization of sound sources. The most basic 
and critical localization cues are provided from time difference of the arrival of sound between the 
ears, the sound level differences of the sound between the ears and from the spectral balance of the 
sound for each ear. These three factors are sufficient information for making an assumption of 
which direction a sound is coming from [2], [3]. The arrival of the sound to the first ear provides us 
with the information of which side of the head the sound is coming from. When the sound reaches 
the other ears it is possible for the human brain to calculate which specific direction the sound is 
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coming from, there are however many different combinations of the same time differences for 
multiple directions. The same way the level difference between the two ears indicates the direction 
of the sound. If the sound level is louder in the right ear than in the left ear the sound is perceived 
coming from the right side. The bigger the sound level difference is, the more the sound is 
perceived positioned at the louder side. The spectral information of the sound is affected differently 
when sounds reach our ears from different directions which then eliminates the invalid alternatives 
leaving us with a single possible direction of which the sound is coming from. The factors which 
affects the spectral information is mainly depending on our head shape and the form of the pinnae. 
 !
1.2.2 Localization errors  !
Although prior research proves that sound sources can be localized when provided with these 
localization cues, the tests results of these works revealed some inaccuracies. Trying to locate sound 
sources from some angles proved more difficult than others. These angles are called  the ”cone of 
confusion”. In these angles we can not accurately hear from which direction a sound is coming 
from. Wallach [4] conducted an experiment on the accuracy of our ability to localize sound. He 
claimed that the cues received by time differences and spectral differences are sufficient to locate 
sounds in the horizontal axis, but when the vertical plane is added other possible locations above or 
below the head at different angles can prove to have the same combination of sound cues. The 
sound arrives at the ear at the same time and the spectral information is not specific enough to 
pinpoint the location at these positions . This leads to great inaccuracies when trying to locate 
sounds in a three-dimensional space. He claimed that there was a need of additional information to 
accurately localize a sound’s exact location which  he assumed would be provided by head 
movements. Test results confirmed Wallach’s thesis, test subjects were significantly more inaccurate 
for some certain directions, especially from positions on different elevations when they were not 
allowed to rotate their heads. The test subjects also had troubles telling if the sound was coming 
from in front of them or from the behind. In the next part of the test when the subjects were allowed 
to rotate their heads their accuracy was greatly improved and the front-back confusions was 
removed. An explanation of this is that if the head is rotated or tilted from its original position the 
sounds are received from a new direction, hence providing the listener with a new perspective of the 
soundscape which acts as an additional sound cue to help localize the sound source. He also 
assumed that we recognize the changing patterns of the localization cues during head movements 
which helps us locate the sound source.  
 
 
1.2.3 Advantages of head movements  !
Head movements is a big part of how we perceive directions of sounds. Wallach concluded in his 
study that front-back confusions would be removed and that the accuracy was significantly 
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improved if the test subjects was allowed to rotate their heads to search for the sound source [4]. 
Research made by Ashby,  Mason and Brookes confirms Wallachs findings [6]. In an experiment 
they used different restrictions of head movements to study in what way and how much head 
movements contributed to the localization of sounds. Using loudspeakers placed around the right 
side of the subject in the form of a half a truncated icosahedron. The results of the tests showed that 
if the subjects were allowed to move their heads in any way he or she wanted, the test results 
improved significantly. Even when the head movements of the subjects was restricted between two 
fixed points spaced 30° apart the subjects performed much better than when they were not allowed 
to move their heads. They also studied how the localization errors varied for those different 
movement conditions when the spectral cues provided by the pinnae was impaired. The results of 
that test revealed that head movements actually contributed more to accurate localization than the 
spectral information did.  
Another advantage of head movements is that we can get several new perspectives on where objects 
are placed by facing different directions since we receive new information by receiving new time 
differences between the ears and different spectral information. By turning our heads we are 
eliminating any occurring back-front confusion because we move our heads so that the target sound 
source is no longer in present in the cone of confusion. 
It is not only the new perspectives of different static placements of the head that contribute to the 
improvements of the localization. During the head movements we receive new information that 
increases our localization abilities. This information of changing time differences and frequency 
based differences are recognized by our brains and are made into patterns [4]. We learn to utilize 
our hearing to be able to recognize these patterns and get a more specific idea of the direction of 
which the sound is coming from. 
An experiment studying how dynamic sounds locations are perceived in different Ambisonic 
renderings is an example on how head movements can be applied to a virtual world [7]. Ambisonics 
is a surround sound technique which utilizes virtual speakers at the sound sources position. The 
sounds are then captured by a virtual microphone, with different amounts of membranes depending 
on which reproduction format is desired (stereo, 5.1, 7.1, Etc.). The distance and direction of the 
microphone in proportion to the loudspeaker is then measured in real-time providing the basic 
localization cues to the listener (time, level and spectral differences). Higher ambisonics renderings 
is available, meaning that higher level ambisonic sound sources have a larger number of 
loudspeaker membranes playing in more directions than a lower level ambisonic sound source. The 
benefit of higher level ambisonics is that the exact position of these sound sources are easier to 
locate than lower level ambisonics. In the conducted experiment the test subjects was supposed to 
follow a moving sound source with their head so that they always was facing the sound source. To 
make it possible to achieve this they used a head tracking device to change the location of the sound 
source in real time. This way, they could make the virtual soundscape adapt to the head movements 
of the test subject. 
 !
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1.3 Objective !
Since research on the localization of moving sound sources in binaural audio has revealed that 
moving sound sources may be difficult to accurately locate [4], there is reason to believe that sound 
adapted for binaural sound does not provide all the needed localization cues we need for accurate 
localization, which we can receive from sound sources positioned around us in the real world. There 
are however research that indicates the opposite. It suggests that when you can control a sound 
source’s position front-back confusions are removed in the same way as with head movements [5]. 
In the test however, there was no time limit to locate the sound sources. In a gaming situation the 
time needed to be accurately located might be in a matter of a seconds. This will be the foundation 
for this bachelors essay. The main objective will be to study if there is a difference in the difficulty 
of quickly and accurately locating sound sources with a surround sound loudspeaker system and 
with binaural synthesis for headphones. If the research would reveal that it is more difficult to 
determine the direction of sounds it could indicate that there is a lack of information of head 
movements provided by the HRTF for binaural synthesis. If this is the case, more research would be 
needed in how we perceive the location of sounds during head movements to recreate a more 
realistic experience for the listener utilizing binaural synthesis for spatial media. 
 
 
2 Method  
 
The method chosen to study the proposed research question was to make an comparison of the two 
sound reproduction systems in a quantitative study through a listening test. The listening tests was 
conducted through a custom created game specifically made for this listening test. The main goal 
for the test subjects was to try to direct the controllable characters perspective so that he or she was 
facing the perceived position of the sound source, playing the stimulus in the form of footsteps, as 
quickly and as accurately as possible. When the sound source was located the test subject was to 
manually write down the time and rotation data for the previous sound source. A total of 16 
positions was placed and tested in both binaural synthesis and five-channel surround sound 
loudspeaker system for the 20 test subjects that participated in the test. A more detailed description 
of how the the test was conducted follows in the upcoming parts in the method-section. 
 
2.1 Game environment !
To be able to conduct this test it was required to simulate an actual gaming environment. The 
purpose of this gaming environment was to simulate a situation where the test subjects needed to 
rotate the character to find sound sources placed around it, while at the same time being given a 
sense of that the time to find these sound sources is very limited. This was implemented so that the 
test subject had to hurry to locate the sound sources just like in a real gaming situation. To create 
this scenario the game engine Unreal 3 through UDK (Unreal Development Kit) was used. The 
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choice to use this specific game engine was due to the author of this paper’s previous experience 
with creating gaming environments with it.  
The first part of the creation of the simulation was to create the virtual environment where the test 
was supposed to take place. The environment had be able to provide the test subject with some 
visual feedback on how much the test subject had turned the head of the character, but at the same 
time making a somewhat realistic feeling of that the sound sources were not actually invisible. The 
aesthetic choice was therefor to create an environment that looked like a dark forrest. The reason 
why the choice of using a forrest instead of using, for example, a street in a city during the day  was 
that the sound sources would only been able to come from a few directions without appearing to be 
placed inside a wall or some other object in the environment. The sound sources would not appear 
to be part of the visual environment, which would remove the immersion from the player, which in 
a real game would be something prioritized to keep. The only thing this kind of visual environment 
would provide the player with was feedback on the head movements made by the player.  
The test subjects character was to be placed in the middle of a glade surrounded by trees at night. 
The darkness made it so that the test subject could just about see in between the tree line. This made 
it so that the sound sources could appear to be coming from anywhere in the darkness from any 
directions, but from within the darkness where the test subject was not able to see. This would give 
the impression of that the sounds were coming from real visual objects, but that they could not be 
seen in the darkness. When the terrain had been created the environment was not so dynamic with 
just the dark tree line which made it difficult to get a hold on how much the characters head had 
been turned by the player. To reduce this difficulty some dynamic light sources in the form of a 

Fig. 1. The picture shows how the tilted prop is used as a tool for placing the sound 
sources at the same distance from the player and at the exact predetermined 

positions.
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lamppost and a small campfire were added to the environment. With these light sources added it 
became much easier navigate in the virtual environment with the head movements since it also 
added two more easily recognizable visual points in the environment.  
 
After the visual environment was created the sound sources were placed out in the environment. 
The sound sources were to be placed at the same distance from the test subject so that the sound 
would not attenuate differently from different locations around the subject. The sound sources were 
also equally spaced from each other to be able to measure the performance form several different 
positions around the test subject. Since the game engine did not have a tool for measuring these 
exact positions a prop (in the form of a pillar) was used to measure the distance and the exact angles 
for the positioning of the sound sources (see Fig. 1). The game engine allowed the prop to rotate 
freely and also showing how much the prop had been rotated, however, in this mode the numbers 
seemed to differ a bit when rotating the objects, placing them with an error of up to ±8°. Because of 
this the ”snapping mode” was chosen instead. In this mode it wash not possible to set the exact 
number of degrees that the object should snap between, only how many points in 90° (Ex. 2 points 
in 90° means that points was spaced 45° apart from each other). This made it so that 15 sound 
sources could not be placed without leaving a position empty since the closest snapping behavior 
was 4 points for 90° (giving 16 points for 360°). Therefore the choice of adding another sound 
source was made, filling out all the 16 positions around the test subject. These positions was all 
equally spaced 22.5° from the test subjects position.  !
 
2.2 Kismet setup  !
When the gaming environment had been created the next step was to create the tools so that the  
necessary measurements could be made in the environment. These tools was created by utilizing 
Kismet, a software built into 
UDK to let developers create 
simple events and actions in 
their game without doing any 
manual coding and scripting. 
The software is used by 
placing nodes, which are pre-
made scripts with different 
capabilities. These nodes are 
then l inked together by 
connecting wires from the 
different outputs to other nodes 

Fig. 2. The restriction part of the kismet, removing character movement and 
rotating the player to a fixed starting direction.
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inputs.  
A limitation so that the playable character could not move was needed to remove the possibility of 
angular errors for the measurements. This was done by removing the movement input when the 
level was loaded (see Fig. 2). To start playing the stimulus (described in 2.3) from a random sound 
source, the first thing needed was something to trigger the event. An input-node was created so that 
when the ”E”-button was pressed a chain of events was to start. To make sure that no more than one 
sound source could be triggered at a time a gate-node was placed directly after the input-node. The 
gate’s output was then connected to its own ”close gate” input to make the later stages of the chain 
ignore any more than one input until the gate had been opened again (the input wiring can be seen 
in Fig. 3). This gate-node’s output was then connected to a random switch-node with 16 outputs. 
This switch would randomize the order of which the outputs wound trigger. It was also set so that it 
would only trigger every output once. Each output was then connected to a ”Play sound”-node 
linked to the chosen stimulus (see Fig. 4). These nodes was also linked to one of the 16 sound 
sources placed in the gaming environment. To be able to know which sound source had been 
triggered 16 text-nodes was connected to the random switch-nodes different outputs. This node 
would write the given name of that specific sound source on the screen when activated. The order of 
these names was manually randomized so that there were no pattern between the placement of the 
sound source and its name. To be able to turn of the stimulus another event was needed. Another 
input-node was therefore created with the trigger connected to the ”Left Mouse Button” (see Fig. 3). 
For purposes explained later in this section this node was also connected to a gate-node, which 
closed after it had been triggered once. This gates output was connected to all the 16 ”play sound”-
node’s ”stop sound”-inputs. This made it so that the active sound source would stop playing the 
stimulus and go back to the start of the sound file. The next step was to make sure that the player 
always was facing the same direction when the sound sources was triggered. This was done by 

c r ea t i ng a t e l epo r t -node 
connected to the E button’s 
ga te -node’s ou tpu t . Th i s 
teleport-node was connected to 
the player spawn placed in the 
game environment (see Fig. 2). 
This made it so that when the 
the E button was pressed, the 
character was turned toward a 
pre-determined direction at the 
same time as one of the sound 
sources would start playing the 
stimulus. The gates had to be 
able to be open again so that the 

Fig. 3. The input section of the kismet setup. It shows how the gates are 
connected to each button input.
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next sound source could be started. This was done by connecting the output of the E-button’s input-
node to the ”open gate” input of the left mouse button’s gate-node. The same thing was done 
between the left mouse button’s input-node’s output and input of the E button’s gate-node. This 
made it so that the events controlled by the E button would only be able to be triggered once until 
the left mouse button had been pressed. The same applied to the events triggered by the left mouse 
button.  
With the limitations and the sound sources part done only the measurement-wiring remained (see 
Fig. 5). 
To be able to measure the time it took for the test subject to find and report in the position of the 
sound sources a timer-node was created. Its start-input was connected to the E button’s gate-node’s 
output so that the timer would start at the same time as the stimulus started playing. To be able to 
stop the timer the stop-input was connected to the left mouse button’s gate-nodes output. This made 
it so that the left mouse button stopped the timer at the same time as the stimulus stopped playing. 
This timer-node was also set to reset to zero whenever it was triggered, which made it possible to 
use for all the sound sources measurements. The timer did not output the data in a recognizable text 
form for the draw text-node to use, so the time data had to be converted from the format ”variable” 
into ”string”-format. This was done by using a convert to string-node. The time data was inputed 
into the string input of the node alongside with a string node with the text ”Tid:” (Time:) to output 
the text  Ex. ”Tid: 1,245”. To make this node able to know when to output this data the main output 
was connected to the output of the left mouse button’s gate-node. The output of the convert to string 
was connected to a text-node, outputting the time at the screen.  
To be able to capture the rotation data a ”Get rotation and velocity”-node was created. The input 
was connected to the left mouse button-gate’s output so that it only would get the rotation data 

Fig. 4. The image shows how the the random switch is connected to every play sound-node 
and  their corresponding draw text-node.
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whenever the stimulus and the timer 
was stopped. The node outputted the 
rotation data in the format ”velocity, 
which had to be converted in a convert 
to string-node (as with the timer-circut). 
The convert to string node then 
outputted the rotation data in a readable 
form for the draw text-node, which 
could output the rotation data on the 
screen.  !
 
 
 
 

 
2.3 Stimulus !
The sound stimulus had to contain much information in the mid to high mid-range of the frequency 
spectra since those frequencies provides the most relevant information for localizing sounds from 
different locations. This is due to that the pinna affects these frequencies and gives us the 
information required to accurately locate the direction of incoming sounds. Most test utilize pink or 
white noise as stimuli for these kind of tests since they fulfill the requirements for localization 
purposes. However, the main focus of this test was to measure the localization performance in a 
gaming environment. While pink and white noise may be part of the sound design of many games 
its not very common that objects emit these kind of stimuli alone for the player to locate. Instead a 
more aesthetically pleasing stimulus was required to give a realistic feeling of that the sound was 
part of the virtual world as well as fulfilling the spectral requirement of sound localization. The 
choice was made to use footsteps as the stimulus for the test subjects to locate. Footsteps are one of 
the most important thing a player have to listen to in a FPS to keep track of where any opponents 
might be. Footsteps differ very much in the frequency spectra depending on what kind of material 
the footsteps are recorded on. Since it is important to have much spectral content in mid and high 
mid frequencies (suggested in [7] ) the material on which the footsteps was applied to became wet 
gravel, which is a recording from the Digiffects sound effects library [8]. A .wav file is often desired 
for general audio use, but to simulate how a game engine compress the audio files for a real game 
a .mp3 file playing 160kbit/s was used instead (see Fig. 6). 

Fig. 5. The measurement part of the kismet setup. The top 
section shows how the time was measured and the bottom 

section shows how the rotation data was acquired.
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2.4 Experiment setup and procedure !
The experiments was conducted 19/3 20/3 and 22/3 2014 in Studio C, a small TV studio with a 
decent acoustic treatment, at Luleå University of Technology in Piteå, Department of Art, 
Communication and Education. For the experiment a station was set up in the middle of the room 
with desk and chair (See Fig. 7). A macbook pro-retina (Late 2013) was used, running Windows 8 
through Bootcamp to be able to run UDK. The tests was performed directly in UDK using the 
option ”play on PC” to perform the test in fullscreen mode and to have access to the console for a 
quick way to reset the test between the different parts of the test and between different subjects. A 
Fireface 800 was used as to output both the sound for the headphones and the loudspeakers. The 
headphone output of the fireface outputted the stereo mix (the binaural synthesis provided by the 
engine) to a pair of Sony MDR-7506 headphones. The loudspeakers used in the loudspeaker setup 
was five Genelec 1030. No subwoofer was used since low frequency information does not provide 
directional information that we can utilize to locate sounds. The loudspeakers were placed 
according to the surround sound standard ITU-R BS-775 [9] with a distance of 1.5 meters between 
the test subject and the loudspeakers on loudspeaker stands set with the loudspeakers tweeters at the 
same hight of the test subjects ears. The test subjects were able to turn the head of the character in 
the virtual world with the computer mouse, a Logitech MX518. The test subjects were instructed 
that their goal was to try pinpoint a number of sound sources that was placed around them as 
accurately and as quickly as possible. They were told to start the different sound by pressing ”E” on 
the keyboard and when they could hear the stimulus they were to turn the characters head until they 
thought that they were facing the direction of the sound source. When they were facing the sound 
source they were to report in the direction by pressing the ”left mouse button”. When this was done 
the test subject was to be presented with data in the form of rotation in the horizontal axis, time and 
which sound source had been played. The rotation value was presented on a scale from 0-65535 by 
the game engine. This number was to be converted into degrees (°) after the experiment was done. 
The time value was the time it took from the moment the stimulus was triggered to the moment the 

Fig. 6. Spectrogram for first 7 seconds of the stimulus
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test subject reported in the direction of the sound source. The name of which sound source the 
subject had been listening to was given so that the subject knew which row to fill in the data under 
since the order of which the sound sources was to be triggered was randomized. The test subject 
was then to manually write this data onto a list. Before the tests began the test subjects were given a 
short trial run of the test to make the subjects feel more comfortable with the controls and to reduce 
the rate learning affecting the results. This trial included three sound sources for both loudspeakers 
and for headphones.  
After the tests were done the test subjects performance was to be analyzed in the time it took and 
the MAE (Mean Accuracy Error). The mean time it took for all the test subjects on each sound 
source was to be calculated to reveal if there was a difference in the time required to locate the 
sound sources with headphones and with a 5.1 setup loudspeakers. In the same way the MAE was 
to be calculated for each sound source to reveal if there was a difference in the accuracy when 
locating sound sources with either loudspeakers and headphones.  
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7. Picture of the built station where the listening test was conducted.
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The test subjects did not need any previous experiences in neither audio engineering or in gaming, 
the test subjects were however asked to write if they had any prior experiences with games of the 
genre FPS in a form for analysis purposes. In this form they were also asked about their age, what 
format they had preferred during the test as well as a short description of why they preferred that 
format. A total of 20 test subjects participated in the test in the ages between 20-30 years, with the 
mean age being  23.1 years with the standard deviation being 2.73.  !!!!!!!!!!!

Fig 8. A screenshot of the the visual game environment presented to the test subjects.
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3 Results and analysis 
 
3.1 Time 

To prove that there was a significant difference 
between the two formats in the time aspect the 
results were log10 transformed before being put 
through a paired t-test. This had to be done 
because while the original values revealed a 
statistical significance, the values proved not to 
be normally distributed. With the logarithmic 
transform the lower values (faster performances) 
are set closer to the higher values (slower 
performances). This made it possible to present 
the results in a way that represented a good 
normal distribution of the values and at the same 
time showed a statistical significance. The p-
value for this test was set to 0.05 and had 19 
degrees of freedom. The resulting t-value of the 
paired t-test was 2.8695. With a Shapiro-Wilk’s 

test the test results was proven that they had a good normality distribution (Fig. 9 & Fig. 10). This 
experiment revealed that more time is required to locate sound sources with the binaural synthesis 
than with the surround loudspeaker system with a 0.79 seconds time difference between the the two 
medians. The test results from one of the test subjects differed very much from the other test 
subjects in the time it took to locate the sound sources. The time it took for this specific test subject 
varied between 5 seconds and 22 seconds. This test subject’s results was still chosen to remain in 
the final results since the test results still followed a similar pattern, both for accuracy and time 
difference between 5.1 to headphones, as the other test subjects results.  

Fig. 11 A box plot for the non log10 transformed time differences  of 
the test subjects mean time for each sound source between the 

surround loudspeaker system and the headphones.

Fig. 9. Test of normality for the log10 transformed 
time differences.

Fig. 10. A graph showing the normal distribution of the log10 
transformed time differences. 

Binaural 
synthesis

Surround 
loudspeaker system
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3.2 Accuracy  
The results of the MAE measurements, which measured the test subject’s precision of locating the 

stimulus, revealed a significant difference in the 
accuracy of the test subjects. This was proved by 
a paired T-test with a p-value of 0.05 with 19 
degrees of freedom. The resulting t-value was 
12.86. The results  also showed a good normal 
distribution with a Shapiro-Wilk’s test (see Fig. 
12 and Fig. 13).  
The test for MAE proved that the test subjects are 
able to locate the position of the sound sources 
more accurately with the surround loudspeaker 
system than with the headphones with the mean 

of the MAE differences being 11.962°. The 
measurements were modified to absolute values, meaning that any negative values was changed to 
its positive parallel value so that the values could show how much the reported in rotation diverted 
from the actual rotation (Ex. changing -13.35° to 13.35°). This made it so that it would not matter 
which side the test subject reported in the perceived location and through that giving a mean value 
for both the tests closer to the actual location of the sound. Therefore only the total deviation of 
rotation was included in the measurements. Front-back confusions that appeared in the raw data was 
also changed to a parallel value (Ex. 182.57° was modified to 2.57°) to a value not representing a 
front-back confusion by subtracting those results with 180°. In addition, for each value changed this 
way was marked as a front-back confusion to be individually revised in the results. !
 
 
 

Figl 14. A box plot for the MAE of the test subjects between the 

Fig. 12. Test of normality for the MAE difference.

Fig. 13. A graph showing the normal distribution of the MAE 
differences. 
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3.3 Front-back confusions  
 
The part of the listening test with the five channel loudspeaker surround system did not yield any 
front-back confusions out of the 304 measurements.  
Localization with headphones did however yield 57 front-back confusions out of the 304 
measurements, which represents 18.75% of all the measurements done in headphones.  
 
3.4 Preferences !
After the test subjects had performed the practical part of the listening test, they were asked if they 
had preferred any of the formats and if they had any prior experiences with the game genre FPS. All 
the test subjects (20 out of 20) wrote that they preferred the surround loudspeaker system over the 
headphones. The majority claimed that the reason why they preferred it was that they had troubles 
hearing if the sound was positioned in front of them or behind them while performing the test with 
headphones. They thought that they could pinpoint the location with the loudspeakers much faster 
and quickly respond and relocate the perspective to where they knew the sound source was 
positioned. The majority also wrote that they thought that it was much easier to hear when the 
sound was straight in front of them with the center speaker and that it was more difficult to direct 
the perspective towards the sound source with headphones and hear when the balance between the 
two transducers of the headphones was playing with an equal volume. 16 of the test subjects wrote 
that they had prior experience with playing FPS games while 4 did not have any prior experience. 
 !
4 Discussion: !
The results of the experiment is pointing towards there being a difference in the performance when 
locating sound sources in a gaming environment with a surround sound system of loudspeakers and 
with the reproduced surround sound for headphones (binaural synthesis) provided by the game 
engine. The differences are evident and shows that it is much easier to locate sound with the 
surround loudspeaker system that with the headphones. One of the reasons why it might be easier to 
perform with the loudspeakers is that they are positioned on actual placements around the listener. 
Since they are placed in ”real” positions around the listener he or she interpret the localization cues 
with a individual reference, depending on the shape of the pinnae, the head shape and other factors. 
These factors are used by the listener daily for any kind of encounter with sounds in the real world. 
This is not the case for the binaural synthesis. Since UDK does not have any documentation on how 
they treat the 3D sound for headphones it is difficult to know what algorithms are used for the 
processing of the sounds positions in the virtual environment. 
Binaural synthesis is often applied in different ways in different games. It may differ quiet a bit 
between games since there is not any standards or recommendations for how binaural synthesis 
should be applied to give the best experience to the listener. In some games there are advanced 
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coding using different HRTF-filters to provide a realistic 3D soundscape to the listener while other 
games just may use a sweeping lowpass filter to differ sounds coming from the front and the back. 
What this means it that localization performance of sound sources in games may differ very 
differently depending on how the games treats sound for headphones. Some games based on open 
source coding even allows for external softwares to take over the audio processing by sending the 
position information of the sound sources as well as the characters position to use it’s own HRTF-
algorithms to measure how the sound sources should be reproduced. Two examples of this  kind 
software are ”Rapture 3D” and ”OpenAL”. This kind of binaural synthesis reproduction is very 
limited though since it requires that the game allows for external softwares to access this data, 
which mainly games based on open source allows.  
A similar solution is the use of surround headphones, headphones specifically created to provide 
binaurally reproduced 5.1 or 7.1 sound to ease the localization of sounds in games which have poor 
support for HRTF [10]. These headphones takes the outputs from the game (which outputs the same 
information as it does to a 5.1/7.1 loudspeaker system connected) and processes the individual 
channels in a DSP-circuit, coded to apply recreated 5.1/7.1 sound for headphones from HRIR 
(Head-Related Impulse Responses). Then the signal is then simply panned between these ”virtual 
speakers” as if they were actual loudspeakers. While this is a good way to apply better 3D sound for 
headphones, they are mainly used by professional gamers and enthusiasts, and not so much by the 
average gamer. While headphones is the most commonly used way to reproduce sound in games on 
PC, these are most commonly stereo headphones. It would therefore be very important to make use 
of more advanced binaural synthesis directly in the computer, preferably direct in the game engine, 
and not depend on external DSP-processors to recreate these algorithms. A small step would be to 
digitally use the same technique provided through the surround sound headphones directly through 
the game’s audio settings with the possibility to choose from a number of different HRFT-
algorithms to fit the player better. Today’s computers certainly have the power required to apply 
spectral filters and delay the signal differently for a few virtual loudspeakers.  
What the test results also could indicate is what the presented theory suggest (see 1.3), that the 
binaural synthesis lacks relevant information on how sounds are perceived while moving. HRIR 
measurements measures how we perceive sounds from different locations, but they do not measure 
how we perceive how the sounds location is moved during the head movements. This could be a 
reason why the test subjects had difficulties in hearing when the sound was directly in front of them, 
since the sound seemed to be moving itself instead of being referred to being a changing perspective 
by the head movement, making the acoustic image of the sound blurred and difficult to hear it’s 
exact position during the movement. What could have improved the test subjects performance with 
the binaural synthesis is if individualized HRTF-filters might have been used. With individual 
measurements of how the test subjects perceive sounds positions around them the variable of a 
general HRTF-measurement for the binaural synthesis would not have present. The reasoning not to 
use personalized filters was that it would have taken too much time and effort make these HRIR for 
every test subject. Also the equipment needed to conduct those kind of measurements was not 
available for this test. Another reason why generalized HRTF:s was used instead of individualized is 
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that in gaming applications there are only generalized HRTF available in binaural synthesis. Even 
though it is possible to create individualized measurements, it’s not available for most consumers to 
make these kind of measurements and therefore they are not available in most games today. A study 
by Härmä, van Dinther, Svedström, Park and Koppens have also revealed that there is no statistical 
difference in the localization performance when trying to locate sound sources with own head 
movements using binaural synthesis based on generalized and individual HRIR measurements [11] 
 !
5 Conclusions and future work 
 
This experiment where the performance of listeners locating sound sources with Unreal 3’s 5.1 
surround loudspeaker sound reproduction compared to it’s 3D sound reproduction using binaural 
synthesis for headphones in a gaming environment has concluded that it is with a 95% confidence 
level significantly less difficult to locate sound sources with the 5.1 loudspeaker system than with 
the headphones with a mean of MAE difference of 11.962°. With loudspeakers it is with a 95% 
confidence level significantly quicker to get an idea of where the sound source is positioned and 
locate it with a time difference between the the two medians of 0.79 seconds. The test results also 
revealed that no front-back confusions occurred with the surround loudspeaker system while 57 out 
of 304 measurements became front back confusions. The test also indicates that it is easier to know 
when the sound source is placed straight in front of the listener with the help of the center speaker. 
With headphones it more time was required for the localization process and it proved to be very 
difficult to accurately pinpoint the position of the sound source by hearing when the sound level 
was the same in both the sides of the headphones. Future work is required to find a good solution 
for the application of binaural synthesis in games, either in trying to create a standard for the 
application or make a prototype of binaural synthesis in purpose of making it more available for the 
average gamers. Another subject for trying to find the cause of binaural synthesis not being as 
accurate as a surround sound system would be to compare different kinds of binaural synthesis 
applications, such as binaurally reproduced 5.1 and different HRTF-filters. Studies could also be 
done on if we perceive chaining perspectives of a virtual soundscape through head movements as a 
chaining perspective or if the sounds appears to be moving in the virtual soundscape instead with 
binaural synthesis for headphones.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 !
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